Programme
Wednesday 22 June
Agenda

Timing
8.45am

Registration opens

9.30am

Welcome from AICPA & CIMA

9.45am

Keynote presentation:
Professor Lisa Short is recognised as one of the top thought leaders and influencers in the
world in digital tech, blockchain, crypto assets and EdTech. A motivational and influential
international leader Professor Short analyses and resolves through digital technology some
of the most pressing complex and difficult socio-economic problems.

11.00am

Refreshment Break

11.20am

Concurrent Breakout Sessions:

Speaker

Prof. Lisa Short

Neuroscience of Change Management and Productivity
Reena will present a new paradigm on how leaders, teams and organisation can train
themselves to be ‘neuroplastic’ enabling them to adapt and thrive in the most difficult and
unpredictable circumstances.

Reena Dayal

Making Tax Digital for Income Tax
Are you prepared for the changes coming in April 2024? We’ll be hearing from our expert
speaker on the upcoming changes and how you can prepare your clients ahead of time.

TBA

The Growth Mindset – Going and Growing Beyond
We will explore the power of a growth mindset, the challenges and the true benefits it can
bring, sharing how best to explore the growth journey and what it may mean for you and
your organisation in all areas of your life.

Ian Pitchford

Stephen Creech

12.40pm

The Great Digital Accelerator
Organisations have faced critical road-blocks, due to outdated technology or even worse, a
reliance on paper trails. With new automation technologies like machine learning, finance
has the opportunity to usher in a new era of effectiveness with considerable ROI. Join
Stephen Creech from Workday to explore how to navigate these challenges and build a
finance function of the future.
Lunch

1.30pm

Concurrent Breakout Sessions:
Dig Deep – Dig deeper – A story of Resilience
This workshop will focus on resilience - where does it come from?, the tools to overcome
adversity and real life analogies that you can put into place.

Leela Bassi

The effect of Mapping and Modelling on Leadership and Cultures
Leadership and organisational performance can almost certainly be leveraged by the
application of two concepts, ‘all one team’ and ‘understand the process’. Robin has spent
decades in Business Performance Improvement will talk about change, the two concepts,
the application of those concepts and the critical role of the Management Accountant as
part of top management.

Robin Tidd

Karen Warren

2.40pm

Leading and Motivating Remote Teams Effectively
This interactive session to identify ways to lead and motivate remote and hybrid teams. By
communicating effectively, supporting and motivating each other, delegates can identify
ways to navigate the challenges of remote and hybrid working solutions.
Refreshment break

3.00pm

Panel Discussion: Why should ESG matter to business?

4.15pm

Closing Remarks

From 6.30pm

ENGAGE Europe Finance Awards, Drinks Reception and Dinner

Book Now

Barry Melancon & Prof.
Sibel Yamak

Thursday 23 June
Agenda

Timing
8.45am

Registration opens

9.30am

Welcome from AICPA & CIMA

9.45am

TBA

Keynote presentation

10.45am

Refreshment Break

11.10am

Concurrent Breakout Sessions:

Speaker

Crisis Management: How to successfully navigate the worst day of your business life
This session will set out the key requirements, both before and during the crisis, to avoid
this fate. Using case studies, research and experience, she will set out a roadmap for crisis
management success.
Overcoming Imposter Syndrome
This workshop will explore the psychological and emotional factors that contribute to
impostor syndrome and what you can do to overcome them. By the end of the session, you
will have a good understanding of how impostor syndrome develops, its impact on your
life and career and strategies to minimise this impact.

12.20pm

Do I need to worry about the “insider threat?”
Peter will help you to understand potential fraud and financial crime risks from within your
own organisation, as well as explain some of the pitfalls of not being alive to this threat, and
offers some potential solutions
Lunch

1.30pm

Concurrent Breakout Sessions:

Alex Johnson

Dr Mike Drayton

Peter McBay

Effective problem solving
Rachel will help you make effective decisions and to enhance your approach to problem
solving. She will share non-financial techniques to help your decision making, whether
working alone or as a group or board. Find out how a simple mind map can help you
determine both the problem you are trying to solve, and the solutions available.

Rachel Bowden

Exit Strategies & Buy Right – Creating Competitive Advantage

Kevin Uphill

High performing business or a high-performance culture?”
You’ll also learn how to create an environment that promotes and embraces growth,
innovation and change, is highly effective at managing conflict and that centres around a
coaching and collaborative mindset.
Refreshment break

James Perryman

3.00pm

Keynote presentation:
Tim is a passionate and recognised advocate of inclusion. With a focus on Education,
Empowerment and Entrepreneurship, he has established a ground-breaking charitable
foundation, currently chairs an outstanding school board and regularly speaks on these
topics at conferences and after dinner events internationally. This has led him to
his most recent activity as Regional Head of Africa and Trading Futures lead for the
recently voted best Proprietary Trading company in 2020, OSTC Group.

Tim Campbell MBE

4.15pm

Closing Remarks

2.40pm

Book Now

